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About This Game

Monster Bash is full of scary action and haunting puzzles. No previous Apogee game has featured so much animation. Johnny
can climb, crawl, shoot his multi-directional slingshot, fly a broom, and much, much more. His super-charged slingshot can

shoot rocks, rockets, fireballs, and other surprises. There also more enemy creatures and monsters than ever seen in an Apogee
game.

Features

Monster Memory: Over 8 megs of compressed animated and scrolling EGA graphics.

Battle Beasts: Over two dozen uniquely-animated monsters to battle with joystick suppprt.

Bash 'em 'n' Smash 'em: Boss monsters that seem invincible - find their hidden weaknesses!

Savage Sounds: Digitized sound and voice effects and awesome animated sequences.

Creature Comforts: Three skill levels; save and restore up to 10 games; built-in hints

Controller Support: Partial Xbox 360 Controller support.
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A clever puzzle-platformer with fun co-op and some challenging timey-wimey levels.
The only downside is that there's really no replay value, so an update every now and then would make it even better.. Warning!
This game has microtransactions and they will attempt to bleed you dry! The game uses a hint system where you can pay money
for hints for how you should combine elements to make new elements. You get some free hints handed out to you like coupons,
but they run dry super fast. This is not really something that belongs on Steam if you ask me, but I stomached it... But only until
I completed the first episode! For guess what!? The episodes are gated behind artifact puzzles where you have to combine 3
elements to create an artifact. The problem with these artifact puzzles is that it matters which element is placed first, and the
order makes no logical sense, and to make matters worse the hint that is supposed to help you by telling you which category the
elements belong to places the group order all wrong. So the hints are borderline non functional in these puzzles, and oh boy are
these puzzles contrived and convoluted, practically forcing you to buy the hints! And the interface changes to a long list of
elements in alphabetical order instead of the previous element groupings, making it a pain in the ♥♥♥ to find the element you
are looking for or to scan them at a glance. This was the point where I got fed up with the microtransaction system... And here I
thought the build times in Godus was bad, imagine if the houses in Godus required you to complete a borderline functional
puzzle with some hints not even working... I have requested a refund, but I doubt I will get it...
Shame... I really liked the flash game, but this is a damn scandal and I bought the game so I have a damn right to complain! I
asked Steam for a refund, I just hope they will grant it... I played for 4 hours(the time it took to get to the puzzle) so it doesn't
look good for me... :(. theres a bug at the very first level that blocks me from continuing. A Pad where the character with the
spade cannot jump so he cant grab the rope. On the next stage of the map one would need a spade. How do i fix this.. The game
is generic and a repetitive grind from the start. Item crafting is nonsense. The real issue though is the developer is extremely
shady. See that MMO tag? Guess what, this game isn't an MMO, yet they advertise it as one. The developers originally claimed
that if you purchased the game, you would receive the MMO for free. Now that doesn't seem to be the case anymore, as they
clearly state the MMO will not be a free game.

The developer has supposedly started Alpha Testing their MMO, but in order to be considered to test, you have to buy THIS
game first. So, instead of creating a new game\/MMO here on Steam and listing it as Early Access, they've taken signups to their
own personal website and require that you buy this unrelated game first. Seems like total bait to me.

Avoid this game.. Plays just like the card game. Only negative thing is if you are playing hot seat there is no way to NOT see
your opponents hand. It also doesn't allow you to change the other card holder to a different ID so in effect for names you are
playing yourself.

Fix that and i'd be happy to give it a thumbs up.. Good job guys this game is awesome! Keep up the good work! (:. Good but it's
empty, by that I mean no one is playing it, servers are empty, no players.. Worst game ever. Practically unplayable. Devs should
not charge for it but since they did I hope the devs can take that money and buy a cup of coffee and think about how they will
never code again.. Pros :
+ Ridiculous story
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+ Unique gameplay
+ Classic pixel art

Cons :
- Can't save game (looks like only happen to me and i had to beat the game in one go)
- Repetitive gameplay

This game is fun, but i wouldn't recommend buy it at normal prices.. SO MUCH FUN! The movement is amazing, gunplay is
great, I can't wait to see this game grow even more. Buy it! You won't be dissapointed.
Here is my Youtube quick review:
https:\/\/youtu.be\/stR9uNtu4Ig
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I Was able to fix my problem. and now that i can host expansion lobbies im very pleased. although it has many bugs that need
fixing its great to see people still puting time and effort into such an old and still great game i would right a full review but i
already have one on the main game review page feel free to check it out and have a good day. Decent platformer. Not what i
expected, It's more a cultural lesson in japanese than a visual novel, but still quite enjoyable. I reccomend this game if u want to
learn some more about traditions and customs in japan, but not if you are looking for a gripping story. there is no real point in
doing both routes since they almost identical which is a big minus in my books.. This is my favourite chapter of Little
Nightmares, including any from the base game. While the base game is a well paced adventure experience, this chapter is more
like a series of puzzles within a decently sized central hub, and a new mechanic involving the kid's flashlight. I really enjoyed
my time with this DLC, and it does add to the base game's story, if you are interested in that.. Started the game and there was no
tutorial on what to do, had to figure out what each panel was showing and how to mine, the game took barely 1hour to get all the
achievements.

would I recommend this game? Yes, it was 1$ and helped me kill 1 hour of my time which is why I play clicker games. 10\/10.
It's like walking to school everyday in Canada.. Love the art style of the game, it reminds me a lot of Fist of the North Star. The
game is an adventure game that is a tribute to the old school NES days and it plays like one too. This is NES hard. Excellent
soundtrack, the graphics are nice in an old school style sort of way. The controls are a bit hard to control with the keyboard so I
highly recommend playing with a gamepad. I used a wired xbox 360 controller and the controls were excellent and very
responsive. This is an 8/10 for me.. Cute but tough!. I loved the Mafia II main game and all the DLCs...except this one. I gave it
about an hour, got tired of getting shot up by cops & Chinese gangsters trying to shoot up enough of their shops and I got fed up.
Glad I got this on a sale.
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